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INSIDE

Fall convocation lifts spirits
BY ANN HARVEY
Managing Editor

The slides detailed newly built
donnitories that would ,house one person
per room with living room and kitchen
as well." You will get the services you
deserve", Hines said.
"The prices in the bookstore •
are too high, too high. The resale prices
on the books is too low," he said.
Hines' presentation was received with
applause and tremendous enthusiasm.
The University Choir and th~
Baptist Student Movement made ajoyful
noise as they sang, "Something Inside,"
accompanied by Marching Storm Band
a series of dramatic interpretations
performed by the Charles Gilpin

Pride, VigorandUnity. These
three words can now be used to describe
the atmosphere of the general fall
convocation Thursday in the University
Field House.
Recently appointed president
Charles Hines gave students an earful
with good news about his plan to
revitalize Prairie View's image and
school spirit.
Hines discussed plans ranging
from improvement in the housing
facilities to prices of the books in the
bookstore.
Housing improvements were
solidified with slides that displayed plans
for the new dormitories.
See CONVOCATION page 18

Charles Hines

Hines speaks on major decisions and goals tor PV

Bushwik Bill is back with a new album and an exdusive Jnterview
with the Panther on rap, the Geto Boys and much more.
Seepg. 11.

University choir members sing at a church service in the
Bahamas this summer.
See Lifestyles.

Charles Hines, the new presuunt of Prairie View A&M Univenity, has shown during his nine-month
tenure, that controvenial decisions, including the decision to ack GIid re-cu lgn Coach RoRGLd Beanl
and athletic dir ctor Barbara Jade.et, are OJ much a part of a presid1nt s turf as gtttin down on his 11
to l,1/p rltldy a scrtl/fy room ill o- of1111 _ _,,,-:, "-6/or ,_ ,.,_,_. ef11#1,_, Mi#foa At1" ...,,_
rang/Ilg ilrl1rview, Hilles was asked aAtold some ofIlls decisions IZIIII aAtold Ills goals for Prairfl View.
Following are excerpts:
ifhe had known there was going to be Hines said that he plans to try to
By CANDICE Y. CLAY
apressconferenceoncampushewould eliminate the problem of the Jack of
Editor-in-Chief
have done things differently. The housing. "Texas A&M had almost

coaches were informed of there
On the subject of bis actions reassignments by letter and they made
involving Coach Beard and Coach the announcement to the press. Hines
Jacket, Hines said he didn't "know fully intended for the matter to be
that there was a SWAC Conference" handled in a more diplomatic way.
taking place on the PV campus at On the subject of the new athletic
the time.
director/ coach.
This summer Beard and Jackett were Saptiner was brought in as athletic
both reassigned new positions for the director and is interim coach until the
upcoming school year. Beard who position is filled. Saptiner was the
was the head football coach was retiredathleticdirectorofSanAntonio
reassigned to teach physical education ISD. He worked there for 15 years and
classes and Jackett who was both "was a member of Prairie View's
women's track coach anq athletic championship football team."
director was reassigned to· physical On the subject of a lack of housing at
education classes as well. He said that the beginning of this semester.

1,000 people arrive to their campus
and did not have a place to stay." The
reason this problem occurs is because
some administrators under estimate
the number of students that will return
the following year.
On the subject of the new legislation
requiring cultural diversity on
university campuses.
Prairie View is one of the "most
culturally diverse in the state." The
new legislation is a "great idea" because
we live in a very diverse world. This
legislation is a requirement for
See lllNES on page 18

Financial aid process may be getting easier
By VIRROBIN ESTHER and
ERIC-CHAMEL GAITHER
Panther Staff
As frustration mounts over
the "ins and outs" of the financial aid
process, school officials at Prairie View
A&M University have sought to inform
students that there are ways to get into
and out of the "process" without
becoming tied into knots.
Students should not assume
that a delay in processing means a

student's files are lost, says Sharon
Stephens, senior financial aid advisor.
"Financial aid folders are
either in the counselor's office or being
processed," Stephens said; "they never
leave the second floor."
And even when a student's
files appear to be Jost, it's likely that a
computer error-an inversion between
a student's first and last names, for
example-caused the problem.
Advisors emphasize the
importance of students completing

financial aid packets -available in
January -before the April l deadline.
Completed applications may be
submitted to assigned advisors for
review.
While a complete file may
take a minimum of three weeks to
process, when returned before the
deadline, an incomplete file may
require more time. Therefore, the
sooner completed, the better.
Larry Coleman at KPVU.
Currently, there are seven
See AID on page 18
·
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Department News

People

Prairie View to Host Jamaican Educators

Coleman library offers free Internet Services for Faculty, students
The John B. Coleman Library offers services through workstations located in the Public Catalog
Area on the first floor of the library. The Internet is available during regular library hours are on a firstcome, first-served basis.
The Internet offers patrons a vast of full-text, statistical, and bibliographical material from
database around the globe. Political scientists can download congressional legislation and White House
press conferences. Biologist can examine cranial cross-sections through Harard's Whole Brain Atlas or
dissect a Virtual frog based in North Carolina. Literature students can obtain copies of books and poems,
in many languages ( check out Spain's Cervantes Project).
Travellers can read State Department advisors and view scenes ofa region's flora and fauna. Job
hunters can scan hundreds ofemployment notices posted by thousands of companies throughoutthe U.S.
African-American students can follow 1he debate across the nation on affirmative action. Although the
internet isn't "one-stop shopping" for most researchers, it offers the Prairie View community an
immense amount of information.
For more information on using the Internet, please contact the Reference Department at 2612.

Tuberculosis treatment
There's good news for parents concerned about their children being infected with tuberculosis.
It is 100 percent treatable, if caught in time.
If not treated, TB can become chronic and even fatal, Dr. Jeffrey Strake, a pediatrican at Baylor College
of Medicine in Houston.
Tuberculosis symptoms include coughing, low-grade fever, weight loss and general malaise
similar to the flu. lt is often misdiagnosed as bronchitis.

V\u season ad'1\ce

Keeping a Lid on Nutrients
When preparing vegetables, avoid sending valuable nutrients down
the drain. Important vitamins and minerals may seep into cooking
water and be discarded. The amount of nutrients 1st depends on the
freshness of the food to began with and the method of cooking.
To preserve the nutritional value of foods, some suggestions
are : shopping frequently and buying only as much fresh produce as
you'll need in a few days, cooking food in the shortest time possible,
washing vegetables thoroughly without soaking them ,and avoid
deep-fat frying, which robs food vitamins.

Protein important early in pregnancy
Women who restrict dietary protein early in pregnancy may
imit the development of the placenta and, eventually, the fetus. Results
om a pig study at the USDA's Children's Nutrition Research Center
t Baylor College of Medicine in Houston indicate restrictions affect
e size and weight of the mother-fetus connective tissue that transport
utrients and oxygen and removes wastes.
e placenta's size is often related to the size and birth weight of the
nfant.
Recommendations for pregnant women include a balanced
·et with additional protein, which is available from meat, fish,
egumes and dairy products.

If you're one the people most at risk developing complications from influenza. it's not too early

to start thinking about flu shots.

"We recommend that people in the high-risk groups get vaccinated for influenza as soon as the
vaccin~ is available, which is usually about this time of year," said Dr. W. Paul Glezen, epidemiologist
at the at the Influenza Research Center at Baylor College ot Med1cme m Houston. ·
The largest high-risk group: the elderly. Also at high risk are people with heart disease; lung
disease , including asthma and chronic bronchitis; diabetes; chronic kidney disease; chronic anemia,
including sickle-cell disease; and immune-system disorders.
These are the people most at risk for developing life-threatening complications, usually
pneumonia.

The Eleventh Annnal Egyptian Festival
The eleventh Annual Egyptian Festival will be held September 8-10 at St. Mark Coptic
Orthodox Church. The festival will feature some of the best and most exotic foods found at any festival
in Houston. Extensive crafts bazaar, activities for children, music, tours of the church and learn more
about fascinating Egypt and the Copic religion. The festival is sponsored by members of St. Mark Coptic
Othodox Church. Tickets are $2 per person; children under 12 are admitted free. Call (71 3) 669-0311
for more information.

Key Dates
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would like
to encourage
everyone to
participate in
class elections.
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Prairie View A&M University will host the "Jamaica-Partners for International Education and Training"
observational study tour Sept. 10-23 focusing on school/community relations-rural for eight participants from
Jamaica. The program is acollaborativeendeavor with Southern University. The purpose of this training is to provide ·
participants with instruction in how to develop and sustain school/community relations.
Dr. Freddie Richards, professor of agricultural education and director of the Institute for International Agribusiness will serve as project director for the program. Dr. Jewel Prestage, dean of the Benjamin Banneker Honors
College and professor of Political Science will serve as project co-director. Many field based activities have been
planned for the visit by the Jamaican delegation, including visits to Texas Southern University, Nonh Forest,
Houston, Fort Bend, and Cypress-Fairbanks school districts. Participants will be Margaret Brissett-Bolt, Estera
White, Feraria Johnallson, Rudolph Brown, Heather Murray, Kernan Spencer, Ezekiel Crawford, and Austin
Hemmings.

Fall Career Festival
Prairie View A&M University proudly invites you attend the 25th Annual Career Festival to be held
September 19-20, 1995. The Career Planning and Outreach Center and the University's business Cluster will host
Career Festival which include the acclivities of Training to Launch a Career (TLC) and Job Expo and Career Fair.
Since is inception, the Career Festival has played a meaningful role in the career orientation and education of students,
with 50,000 students benefiting by this important educational program.
The 25th Annual Fall Career Festival will reach nearly 2,500 students, alumni, faculty and staff.. It continues
to be an integral component of total educational process at the university. On the day of the Job Expo, all participants
are encouraged to dress professionally, and bring several copies of their issue.

Department of Counseling Services moves to Owens-Franklin Health Center
The depanment of Counseling Services has moved to the lower level of the Owens-Franklin Health Center
on Rm. 31-A. The move became necessary to make improvements in the Office of Admissions. While the move is
said to be temporary, it gives us an opportunity to place greater emphasis on the importance ofoptimum mental health.
Many students feel that they are perceived by others as being sick merely because they need some help
resolving personal problems. The truth is that it is no longer taboo to seek help from a mental health professional.
It is perfectly normal to ask for help. The sooner one gets help. The sooner one gets help, the better- and the easier
it will be to resolve one's issues.
Problems, when left untreated, can become worse and ultimately affect the students academic perfonnance
and personal relationships. It has been the cultural nonn in the African-American community
to seek help from one's minister, grandparent or other highly revered person. When one leaves home, these persons
are not usually accessible. While we can never take the place of a minister or trusted family member, srudenrs can
be assured that they will receive the highest level of empathy and co~~~~The coun;elors are guided by the highest standard~ of confidentiality. Students can be certain that their
counseling files will remain separate their academic or employment files. Information is released only with written
authorization from the student or in accordance with state law.
The PVAMU community is encouraged to become familiar with the services available to enrolled students at no
charge. Appointments can be scheduled in person in Rm. 31-A of the Owens Franklin Health Center at 2217.

The North American Free Trade
greement and other trade agreement
s unleashed a wealth of business oportunities in the market place, but
any companies don't know how 'lo
ap into them. The NAFTA Informaion Clearinghouse (NIC) was ereted to provide business of all sizes
nformation thay need to enter and
ucceed in international trade.
NIC's customized informaion service helps companies take the
ritical first steps: developing trade
oantacts; identifying potential marets; initiating partnerships and joint
entures; knowing relevant trade reguations; indentifying experts who can
elp facilitate the trading process.
lC's services are available 10 U.S.
usinesses as well as those in Mexico,
anada and other countries.
IC's ON-line bulletin board can be
ccessed by calling (5 12) 472-1 432.
.... ····-- ----

last spring he accepted an offer
from Texas Instruments. The
offer included a $10,000 signing bonus, a fellowship to pay
for graduate school and a very
attractive starting salary.
Hayter is now a student
recruiterforTI, Vice-president
Anthony Hayter
of Eta Kappa Nu (Electrical
Engineering Honor Society).
Anthony Hayter is a Freshman CEB, Chairman of
graduating senior from NSBE, memberofTauBetaPi
Somerset, TX. His major is (Engineering Honor Society)
electrical engineering. His and play a very important role
goals are to graduate from Prai- for Alpha Phi Alpha Fraterrie View and then go on to nity, Inc.
obtain his master's degree in
"I have seen the need
electrical engineering. From for a support structure for other
there he plans to work for Texas transfer students like myself."
Instruments and eventually be- From that he founded the Unicome their first Black CEO. I versity Transfer Club-- made
will retire from TI by ~coming to ensure the succe of tran a profe sor at Prairie Vi.ew. "\ fer tudents. Ha")'teristnepre i-

1

wi\\ continue to give back bsy den\ o{ tni c\u'o.
Hi m uo i : "Det rin piring and motivating our
future leaders.
min what you want in life.
Hayter transferred to Prioritize those goals and put
Prairie View Fall 1993. "I came 'your relationship with God'

~o Prairie View with one mis- first in your life. Witb God
sion in life: To Succeed!" He firS t in your life, nothing is
now carries a 3.93 GPA and impossible.

very effective labeling programs tha
allow students to mark their propert
While the burglary rate at most with personalized labels," she stated
SMART offers jobs
College juniors, seniors and
Texas colleges and universities is "We encourage not only students, bu
graduate students interested in editing
down the recovery rate is stolen prop- the general public as well, to contac
College undergraduates innewspaper copy or writing, editing and
erty is still dismally low, says Charity
reporting for electronic news services are terested in biomedical careers can Judah, spokeswomen for the Texas their local police department to fin
out what steps they can take to protec
invited to apply for the Dow Jones News- experience scientific research as a Action Council on theft.
their property from burglary."
paper Fund's 1996 Newspaper Editing In- summer job.
"Texas reported an estimated
"One of the most frequent I
The
Graduate
School
of
Baylor
ColtemProgram,andtheReal-Timeinforma16 percent decrease in campus bur- stolen items on college campuses i
lege
of
Medicine
in
Houston
sponsors
tion Program . Minority college sophoglaries in 1994, however, only 7 permores are invited to apply for the Business the 10-week Summer Medical and cent of the stolen property was ever Texas are bicycles," she said. "Thieve
·seem to target the campus environ
Reporting Program. Theapplicationdcad- Research Training Program.
recovered by police officials," she ment because bicycles are a commo
Undergraduates
get
first
line for all program is Nov. 15, 1995.
said.
form of transportation."
Each program features: Pre-in- hand experience in laboratory set"With the start of the school
The Texas Action Counci
temship course • $1,000 college scholar- tings. SMART participants also at- year, students living on or off campus
on
Theft
is a non-profit coalition o
tend
daily
research
seminars
and
other
ship for students returning to school in the
would be well-advised to take all pre- law enforcement officials, concerne
educational
activities.
Acceptance
is
fall • Paid summer internship • Travel
cautionary steps to protect their valugrant attend training course and transpor- highly competitive. More than 700 ables from the hands of thieves," said citizens and insurers whose goal i
applicants
typically
vie
for
I
00
positation to job site.
Judah. " The low clearance rate is
Applications arc available from joumal- tions. Inquires should be directed to clearly an indication of the signifiThe Panther staff
ismschoolanddepartments,campusplace- Dr. Gayle R. Slauther, Graduate cance of identifying or laboring your
welcomes everyone
ment offices or by calling the Newspaper School of Biomedical Sciences, personal property."
back to the 'Hill'
Fund's toll-free number, 1-800-DOW- Baylor College of Medicine, HousThe crime prevention units
FUND. Students may also write to the ton, TX 77030 or call (71 3) 798-5915. of most police departments have some
Fund at P.O. Box 300, Princeton, N.J. The deadline is Feb. I, 1996.
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Fuller heads eng1neer1ng SGA sponsors week for freshmen
former dean Dr. John Foster. By CARLINA LEWIS and FAE
Programs
like "Chicken with the Dean NASH
By KEISHA E. PEARSON AND
allowed
engineering
students to talk Panther Staff
SAMANTHA THOMAS
with
the
dean
about
various issues
Panther Staff
concerning them and proved to be
Cub week which the
very beneficial. He also mentioned SGAhopestomakeanannual
The new College of thathewouldliketoseeresearchinall event, was held Aug. 21-25.
Engineering and Architecture's departments improve.
It was designed to acquaint
Interim Dean is Dr. John ff. Fuller.
When Fuller was asked if the freshman of 1995 to the
Actually, Fuller is not "new" in a this position was more complicated or history of Prairie View A&M
sense, because this py Alumnus has demanding, he replied that it was just University.
also worked for Prairie View for 18 a matter of communications and
One of the events
years as the Department Head of wishes he had more time to work with was a workshop on sex
Electrical Engineering. Dr. Fuller people and their problems. At this protection, school morale,
admitsthathewasquiteexcitedwhen time, Fuller is also teaching a senior study habits, and time
being offered the position and that it Design class as he juggles his new management, and a spirit
was offered to him by py president, work load and feels comfortable that rally was mounted to allow
Dr. Charles Hines because of he will beasuccess. Hehasconfidence students to express their
recommendations.
in the departments and in himself.
school spirit.
"I'd like to maintain a higher
Many people look at Fuller
To help the freshmen adjust
level of excellence and perhaps in a new light, now that he is Interim to college life, Kevin Jones of Alpha
surpass it," said Fuller. He says Dean, but he says that he is still the Phi Alpha developed a freshman
quality attributes of the college are same "good 'ole Doc Fuller". mentor program which now helps
that the students are one, a quality Although, he has noticed that the
education is guaranteed, and that the fa~uity, Sl#t and students treat him
universil:y has a good faculty and with more respect
cumcu\um with wonderfu\ faci\i\i.es.
When we asked Monika
''\wan\\Ooes.ure\balevet'jV<lduating
student has the best education that
they n~ to be able to obtain a good
job anywhere. These are the words of

\\arris,achemica\engineeringjunior,

what she thought about the change,
shcsays,shemissesFoster, but admits

r-iiililliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii,,---~~----,;__ _;;_..;;___...,.

NationsBank
Student Banking.
Reel In Great Value.

NationsBank

The focus was on campus life in residence
some of 4oo students. The program halls. The reason for the fee increase
matches an upper classmen with a
wastobettertheresidencehalls
and not for teacher pay raises
or is true at other universities
. About t 103 students were in
attendance.
Start looking for the
SGA seal. The seal's design,
by Nekia Thomas, has to first
be approved by the SGA Senate
before it becomes official, and
once it has been approved
everyone will be able to see
the trail of achievements that
SGA has left behind.
"On the Hill" with
Frank
Jackson,
SGA
highlighted
the
new
registration process which will
freshman with the same major.
be done overthe phone, and will be ease
Many students have been
the stress and confusion of registration
worried about the emergency general
next semester.
use fee increase. The first meeting was
held Tuesday, June 27 in Drew Hall.

B.I g J. ump •.·n enrollment
expected Ill TJ. exas SCh00Is
•

it is coo soon to rell what £he new dean
.
a true educator.
will be like! "I'll miss Foster's relaxed,
Texas 1s one of the 20 states
Fuller will continue with and helpful teaching style" , said one expected to have a more than a 25
manv nro~rams first imolemented bv electrical engineering major.
percent increase in high school
enrollment by 2002, according to a
release from the United States
Department of Education.
Principals in high schools
across the country are beginning to
think about where to put the extra
seats and find the quality teachers that
will be needed for the coming wave
of students.
According to Education
Sign up for NationsBank Student Banking, and you'll get
Department projections, the children
and grandchildren of baby boomers
will help drive enrollment in the
everything you need to budget your money while you're in
nation's schools and colleges to a
record high by theendoftheoentury.
college. You'll enjoy affordable checking, and convenient
And, not only are more tudents going
to school, but more are staying in
chool.
access to more than 2,100 NationsBank 24 Hour Banking
The influx of students will
create a pre ing need for extra help
machines in the Southeast, Mid-Atlantic and Texas.
in the basic and core academics, funds
to keep schools afe and drug-free,
and for greater financial help for
college-at a time when Congress is
proposing to cut federal support of
education by $36 billion over the next
even years.
As soon as thi coming
chool year ( 1995-1996), the number
of students in elementary and
secondary
chools may equal or
.~'alto11.,Ba11k Corpora/um rnb,udtan•banks Of\' memb..'f>< FDIC'
• 1995 Nat1<m.,Ba11k Corporolttm ·
urpa the baby-boom generation'

1971 peak of 51 million students.
The forecast is for 53 million students
in 1997, 55 million by 2002. And
college enrollment is projected to
jump more than 1.3 million students
over the next seven years.
At a recent White House
briefing with President Clinton,
members of Congress, and
representatives of education groups,
U.S. SecretaryofEducation Richard
W. Riley said he fears the nation will
be ill-prepared for this enrollment
growth, especially if Congres is
successful in cutting support for
elementary and secondary education
by I 9 percent and reducing financial
as istance for deserving students to
attend college.
"Slashing education is bad
for America' s children and our
nation's future," Riley said. "I have
to question the members of Congress
who would put less important
priorities ahead of arming our
children against ignorance and
mediocrity by giving them a good
start in life."
Riley said education budget
cuts are " a threat to the internal
security of the nation" at a time
when chool are faced with serving
significantly more student . "The
gap between the unparalleled
increa e in student and the

-··-----------·--·----·- -·--

unprecedented cuts in educational
investment is the education gap that our
nation faces.
"The children of the famous
post-war baby boom are now parents
sending their own children to school,"
he said. "But, in these increasingly
tough times, Congress is placing the
burden on states and communities to
find the resources to improve the quality
of American education."
These cuts will produce "a tidal
wave of teenagers who won't get the
basic ski! I they need, the high standards
and disciplined learning environment
they deserve, and the opportunity they
need to go to college."
The
U.S.
House
of
Repre entatives ha pa sed a spending
bill for the coming fi cal year that cuts
federal education spending by nearly $4
billion. The U.S. Senate is expected to
consider appropriation next month,
following an August recess. President
Clinton has aid he will veto the bill if it
reaches hi de kin it present form. The
President' balanced-budget plan would
erase the budget deficit while increasing
education investments by $40 billion.
Riley said that hi department
e timates that from 1994 to 2002. (K12) public school enrollments will
increa e from 44 to 49 million. High
chool enrollments (grades 9-12) will
increase natiomttly by 15 percent.

. .. . . - - ..
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Fall '95 registration gets thumbs up
pOlmhT. Flowers
s ff
ant er ta .
.
Fall 1995 Registralton
Another school year has
rolled around on the Hill, and
incoming freshmen, returning
students, and faculty members have
returned eager to pursue this
semester's challenges.
Students are settled into the
dorms, fees have been paid, and most
students are hustling to get the
remaining books and materials needed
as classes begin. The yearly ritual of
registration has been completed.
Only this year, something
was missing from the registration
ritual, that many returning students
are all too familiar with- the P.V.

•
run-around. This year,s registration
was well-organized, and students
registered with minimal problems.
This semester's registration
was probably the best-to-date when
compared with previous registration
procedures. Registration had included
long lines, trips to many different
departments for stamps or signatures,
and the infamous 'take a number and
wait' system which resulted in many
students often needing several days
just to get into the computer, not
counting add and drop. Registration
used to be synonymous with massive
frustration and stress for students, not
a good way to start a semester.
The thanks for the changes
can be credited to the py faculty and
Mr. Robert F. Ford, the university
registrar. "All of the faculty worked

extremely hard to fam 1·1 1·ar1·ze
themselves with the computer-based
Student Information System which
keeps problems toa minimum," said
Ford. "Wearegoingtotrytocontinue
toimproveit[registration). Hopefully
by the summer, each department will
be able to register their own students
in-house, and then we can go on to an
effective telephone registration
system like at UT or Texas A & M,"
he said.
There were only a few
complaints that students had. Transfer
and international students had a harder
time getting into the system than other
students. Most freshmen students
complained about having to take the
TASP test. Bue on average, it took a
student who walked upduringregular
registration no longer than one hour

to completely register.
The university also lifted
a burden off of many students by
not requiring the first tuition
installments to be due until
September 13th.
Something new for this
registration was the TB
(tuberculosis) skin test. It is now
required by state law that every
registered student be tested. The
test can be obtained from your
private physician, a public health
clinic, or you may have the test at
Owens-Franklin Health Center
(ph# 857-2511) for a$ IO fee.
T.J. Pierre, LMSW/LPC
and the director of the OwensFranklin Center, explained the
reason for the testing. ''There is a
new epidemic of TB in the state

and in a confined community such as
ours it is very vital to identify those
infected with the disease who are
contagious so we can treat them,
becauseTBisanairbomevirusandthe
host may not show any sign of being
infected, but can still pass the disease
to others," she said.
This semester's registration
was evidence that with some patience,
thingscanimproveingoodtime. Some
students may still have had problems,
but it was very evident that people had
worked hard to make improvements.
So, as students at this university that
we all know and love, we should make
it our business to not be so critical of
the system, rather we should embrace
it with our faith. This place that we
affectionately call 'the Hill'. This is
our home.

Song heads economic dept.
Demetris L. Holden and A & M would also like for past
Gwynita D. Leggington
finance graduates from PraiPanther Staff
rie View University to come
a and inform the tudents
Dr. Kean Song was re- about future business cacently named the new Eco- reers.
nomics and Finance departSong is a very outgoment head.
ing and caring person. He
appreciates
S o n g
a n y
gradufeeda t e d
back
from the
given
Univerby his
sity of
s t u Houston
dents.
with a
H i s
master's
time is
of Busin o t
ness Adonly
minis tration
spent
teachand
a
PhD. in
i n g ,
economb u t
ics and
a 1s o
finance.
listenAfter reing. He
ceiving
say s
his degrees, he began his he's always available for ascareer as an instructor at sisting students with any
Prairie View A & M Univer- concerns they may have.
sity.
" I feel that there is
After seven years of always room for improveteaching , Song admits that ment. I hope everyone's pahe enjoys the friendly at- tient until all new adjustmosphere, and the advan- ments are made."
tages that a smaller classSong is originally
room has.
from Malaysia but now reSong says that one of sides in Houston.
his goals is to increase the -30number of students major-

Join the winning Pappa team\

Now taking applications for
full or part-time positions
• Flexible schedules
• No experience necessary
• We will train you

Apply in person:
Tuesday-Wednesday, 3:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.

-
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7050 FM 1960 West @ Cutten Rd.
13070 Hwy. 290 @ Hollister
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Dickerson announces retirement
By STEFANI MCDADE
Panther Staff
H a r v e y
Dickerson, director of institutional development
and assistant to the president, Harvey Dickerson,
will retire this October.
Dickerson has
served as Director of Institutional Development,
which entails coordinating public and media relations for the university and maintaining a
connection with the state
and federal government
concerning higher education. The department
serves as a reservoir of
data on potential corporate and foundation do-

nors, he is also responsible High School, he then atfor preparing acknowledg- tended Prairie View where
ment letters to donors and
writing grants.
He also solicits funds
from Prairie View Alumni
Association and the Prairie
View Foundation. The Prairie View Foundation is a separate organization that was established in 1991 under the
direction of former Prairie
View A&M President Julius
Becton. The organization was
found~d to accept gifts, including money and property,
that the alumni association
is not authorized to accept.
Dickerson lived in
Prairie View and received his
formal education in the
Houston area. After graduat- he graduated as a 2nd Lt. in
ing from Phillis Wheatly

PV student recovers
By TIFFANI DABNEY and point, Davis had to be put on a life
support system because the disease had
ELBERT ADAMS
put his lungs under distress. He also
Panther Staff
suffered from rapid muscle deterioration
Twodaysafterthespring which left him unable even to lift
semester ended and most students anytimes or less.
During weighing Davis'
were anticipating
relaxing
unfortunate
hospitalization, his family
summer, but one of Prairie View's
suffered
tremendously.
His mother
own, Trinard Davis, was stricken
suffered
a
heart
attack
placing
her in
with a very rare nerve disorder
the
hospital
alongside
her
health.
The
known as Gillan Berra.
stress
brought
by
his
mother's
illness
Gillan Berra strikes I out
of 1, 000 people. The disease combined with deteriorating caused him
attacks without warning coating to slip into coma. His concern for his
the nerves which causes temporary mother as well as himself, placed him in
paralysis from the feet up. At one a coma for approximately 3 weeks.

a

Fortunately, Mr. Davis is
recovering expeditiously. He plans to
grace our campus with his outgoing
and energetic personality in the fall of
1996 picking up where he left off in the
"Marching Storm" as well as debuting
the latest fads in our campus fashion
shows.
·
Although there is no known
cure for Gillan Berra, Davis's spirits
remain lifted. "There is power in
prayer," says the 22 year-old Panther.
The student body, staff, and
faculty wish Davis many blissful
blessings and a rapid recovery.

1947. He served in the army
for 30 years and retired in
1975. While in the army
Ixia'S:n
o b taineda
masters
. degree
a n ct
worked
as a financial
p 1annerand
t a X
C O n sultant
u n ti 1
he assumed
h i s
current position at Prairie
View in July of 1990.
After retirement,

Dickerson says he will remain active in the Prairie
View Alumni Association
and the Prairie View Foundation, where he serves as
treasurer. He says he will
continue to participate in
fund-raising activities to
provide financial assistance
to the university.
Dickerson says his
greatest challenge as the
Director of Institutional Development was obtaining
alumnisupport. Hesaid2,000
of the 25,000 graduates of
Prairie View are active
members in the alumni association. He encourages all
students to become involved
in the association after
graduation.
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Homeless students, housing follies
BY DEMETRIA MA YES
Panther Staff
As the fall 1995 Semester began, some people were faced
with housing problems. Unfortunately, all 1he s1uden1s wi1h "on
campus" stalus were not able to
get their deposit in by the deadline. A waiting list was comprised
so tha1 those students who met !he
deadline would be dealt with first.
Everyone was eventually able to
get housing and there is still space

available.
One student, Robert Varner is
still without a room due to an overbooking
of rooms. "We had to wait and they kept
giving us the runaround.", said Varner.
"First we were on the dorm waiting list.
Then when I went to the Housing department 10 go see about my room reservation
they told us that the dorms could not have
their own waiting list and that I would
need to get on the Housing waiting list.
They just keep sending me back and
forth.", he finished.
There are tentative plans 10 possibly build a new dormitory. however

nothing is definite as to when and if it
will be built. Questions were raised as
CDwnonil&[icnuloto whether or not there would be co-ed
l'Ulf' up» 40% 0/f
dorms. Because of vandalism that occurred this summer in Drew. there will
<J'lbatwiatltu
not be any co-ed dorms. I asked a 2C'llo50'lo/f
1219 Farr St.
student worker in the Housing departWaller, TX.
ment, Angel Brown, how students could
All Jewelry Repair done on premises Complete
help themselves where housing is conmanufacturing facilities on premises • 90 Day Lay-Away
cerned. "Everyone needs to work to* Custom Designs * Ring Sizing & Chain soldering while
gether," said Brown. ·'If the students
you wait (by appointment) • All Major Credit Cards
met the required deadlines, it would
accepeted
make all of our jobs much easier.",
added Brown. One resident of Banks
hall said her housing process went well, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..;.._.;;;:,_-.;:..=,,::.;_________.J

Harris Jewelry
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U.S. scraps affirmative action plan
By Marco Buscaglia
College Press Service
San Francisco
After nearly nine
months os debate by politicians,
administrators and students, the
University of California Board
of Regents voted to end the
educational
system's
affirmative action plan at a
meeting in late July.
The move, which will
prohibit racial preferences in
hiring and contracts beginning
next January and in admissions
the following year, may have
lasting effects on the nine-school
UC system but may not have as
large of an impact on schools
across the nation as some had
originally predicted.
"Since schools have
voluntary and deliberately taken
affirmative action efforts in
admissions, I don't think they' II
want to be reversing
themselves," said David
Merkowitz, director of public
affairs for the American Council
of Education.
Still, merkowitz sees a
risk from state legislators who
may wish to capitalize on the

current political climate. "State
universities can be deeply
affected by politics," he said.
"Look at what Pete Wilson was
able to do as both governor of
California and president of the
Board of Regents. That entire
decision ( to eliminate
affirmative action) was layer
with partisan politics."
Wilson, who hadn't
attended a Board of Regents
meeting since I 992 prior to
July 20, serves as presidents of
the 26-member board and has
made affirmative action a
centerpiece for his 1996
presidential campaign.
Shortly after the
meeting, he calied ruling "the
beginning of the end of racial
preferences."
Meanwhile,
President Clinton reaffirmed
his support for affinnative
action, acknowledging that the
system has problems but is still
necessary because of unequal
opportunities for women and
minorities.
" The job of ending
di crimination in this country
is not over," Clinton said. "WE
should reaffinn the principle
of affirmative action and fix

New PV grad slain

the practice. we should have
proposals.
Republican
a simple slogan: Mend it, but
presidential candidate and
don't end it."
Senate Majority Lender Bob
UC's new policy
Dole has said thal he will
allows a minimum of 50
introduce legisla~on aimed at
percent of all admissions to
scaling back affinnative action
be solely based on academic
at a national level.
achievement, a change from
Despite the legislative
the current policy, which
threats, University ofMichigan
allows anywhere from 40 to
officials say they will fight to
60 percent at each school.
keep their affirmative action
The remaining 60 to 40
program intact. "We strongly
percent are admitted because
believe in equal access to
of race, special talents,
education," said UM' s associate
athletic ability and other
provost Robert Holbrook.
special circumstances.
Many students vow to
With the criteria for
fight the effort as well. "They
race, gender, religion,
are taking away our right to a
ethnicity and national origin
well-rounded education," said
removed, UC officials
Colleen Sabatini, a junior at the
estimate that they may lose
University of California at San
up to half of their minority
Diego who made a plea to the
students. Currently, white
Board of can only be enjoyed .
students make up 49 percent
by the majority, not the
ofthe.UCstudent population;
minority."
Asian Americans are at 25
percent; Hispanics make up
13 percent; and African
Americans cover 4 .3 percent.
In
Michigan.
legislation that calls for the

A&M. Ware was shot and
killed in Detroit, Mich. in
the driveway of his home
less than two weeks after
commencement ceremonies.
According
to
Adrianne Johnson, a close
friend, Ware was working
on his car in the driveway of
his home. Some men in an
unidentified vehicle drove
by and shot him in the head
atpoint-blanlcrange. Ware
By TERA JONES and
died instantly.
BURL HARRIS
At the time of the
Panther Staff
shooting, no one was
Many students were present at his home,
shocked by the sudden and
tragic death of 23-year-old
Michael Ware, an electrical See WARE on page 18
engineering major and a 1995
graduate of Prairie View

abolishment of affirmative

action is pending. Support is
growing in Texas, Ohio and
other states fro similar

Davis recovering fromstroke
By TOMES HA CARRAWAY degree from Prairie View A&M
and ZHARMER HARDIMON University in 1957 and then
Panther Staff
went on to pursue his master's
degree in education and politiHULEN M. DAVIS, cal science in I 964. Upon comSR. the assistant professor and
coordinator of the political science program is recovering
from a stroke he suffered.
"I just want to thank
all ofmy friends, church members, and students for their out
going- love, prayers, and words
of encouragement.,
'The doctor says I'm
recovering well, bull still have
a small healingjourney to complete.
Davis said he plans to return to
P.V. and continue to be a good
teacher and role model for my
students.
Davis received his bachelor's

of Houston. He is a member of
several professional organizalions including the Southern
Conference of Afro-Advisors,
the National Conference of
achieved many honors including an appointment to the
Brazos River Authority Board,
by former Gov. Ann Richards, a
distinguished public service
award, and chairman of the PV
faculty senate.
Davis was also invited to attend
inauguration of President Bill
Clinton.
He is married with
four daughters and three sons,
all of whom are college graduates.

WE'LL GM You 10 WEEKS.
Ten -weeks _
may ?ot seem like much time to prove you're capable of being
a leader. But if you re tough, smart and determined, ten -weeks and a Jot of
hard work could make you an Officer of Marines. And Off,cer Candidates
School (OCS) 1s where you'll get the chance to prove you've got what it takes
to lei;d a life full of exotement full of challenge, full of honor. Anyone can say
the; ve got what 1t takes to be a leader, we'll give you ten -weeks to prove it.

Marines
,._.,,,,,,,_,_.,,,,Min_

pleting his master's, he did ad- Black Political Scientists, and
vanced study al the University Texas of Pre-Law Advisors.
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Throughout his life Davis has
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If you think yo':1 c~ handle this crash course in management, see Captain Gray
and Gunny Printts, at the Fall Career Fair on Sept 19-20 or call l-800.289-9429.
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I Understand
Ideas are frozen with anger. leaving new goals distant in an
ambiguous land,
Promises to change are fuzzy in the mind,
But, I understand!
Hopes are sharp and flat, playing for fun in life's musical
band,
Visual changes are impossible to bare,
But, I understand!
My best bet 1n life is to give into your neverending desire to
demand,
Blistered ears are ringing with request for space.
But, I understand!
Wishing and begging for old times are berried 1n the land of
forgiven sand,
Listening to you nag 1n the distance with an irritating tone,
But, I understand!
Giving till it hurts my heart you squeeze 1n your frustrated
hand,
Knowing one day we'll be back together,
But, until then, I understand!
Smooth (7)

Star
Me understand you? -Nol
Not if I could squeeze your soul and ring your heart,
I could not.
For your mind is a labyrinth of complexities that intrigue even
those with arrogance,
Your mind has the power to lift and destroy.
I cannot understand you!
So, I will not try.
For your entrancing whims make my thoughts dance of you,
You - You love to embrace yourself.
But, I can never grasp you,
You are a goddess of the moon, you are a star.
Out of my reach and like a radiating star,
Even if i could reach your level,
You will never be in my grasp.
Your energy and spirits are too much,
You become the sun to everyone who gets close enough.
But no matter how much I observe,
I can never understand,
And why is that?
Because you don't even unders;tand the extremities of your
beautiful radiating self.

fOU tOIIE 100 LITE
You come too late-my
need for you has gone;
For I have triumphed
ever time and pain,
And learned of sorrow
how to stand alone
And smile and face the
world again.
My soul the wine, my
heart the broken bread.
You feasted lightly and
as lightly went.
And left me here with
something 1n me dead.
My life is empty now
and cleansed of grief;
I rise again-the pride
of life is strong,
And in the place of love
and old belief,
Courage goes marching
with a merry song.
Come in, my friend, but
do not hope to find
A trace of anything you
left behind.
George Robertson

Visualize the steps of happiness slippery with deception,
Candlelight dreams over deep scars are fortified with a
mysterious connection.
Hopes of pleasant times tip-toe out the doors of reality,
Flashbacks from the beginning are distant only visible by rare
formality.
Good moments perish quickly as old cou.ntry music hits,
Going on with the masquerade is another dramatic heartthrobbing skit.
Coasting down memory lane is a bumpy storm of setbacks
and detours,
Talks of happiness are drifting and washing up on painstricken sores.
Old-flames die fierce in the eyes of a determined heartless pro,
Energetic characteristics, common sense and honest intellect
are traveling day and night always on the go.
The wishing well is full to the Jim with gold pennys of
neverending solutions,
Another heart is enlisted for life; however remaining a student
forever in the tom faith's institution.

uS
iVa
5999

IN THE DORM

4911

Upright cordless phone
won't tie you down

Voice-activated
micro nswerar

CCT circuitry provides excellent
clarity and range. Handy baseto-handset paging.

Don't miss important calls
when you're not in your
room. Remote operation.

t43-1005M8

t~-752MB

Ron K . Washington (7)

24•
Buie trim phone

11va11pace

Survival
check list
o Phone cords and accessories
o Alarm clock or clock radio
o TV, VCR and video accessories
o Security devices
o Computer and accessories
o Batteries
o Stereo equipment, speakers
and audio accessories

Lighted keypad for dialing
in the dark. Three colors.
Whita. M3-585MB. Almond,
f-43-586MB. Gray, t43-587MB.

We're brothers all, whatever the place,
Brothers whether in rags or lace,
Brothers all, by the good Lord's grace.
Some may sit in a royal hall,
Some may dwell where the rooms are small
But under the skin we are brothers all.
'
Some may live as bums under the burning sun ,
Some may dream where the waters run,
But we're brothers all when the day is done.
By the sun that shines and the rains that fall,
By the shadows flung on the garden wall,
By the good Lord's grace, we are brothers all.
By the hurt that comes and the falling tear,
By the common grtef at the silent bier,
And the grave that awaits,
we are brothers here.
Edgar A. Guest

o Reav1-ll11t1 l\asl\\\11\t
3411

788:

DBlllolt•_,,.•

AM/fM ASRU..._

IJlhNI wlfll f .....
Compact speakers let you share
the music , headphones let you
listen privately. l14-1209MB

Shielded .die-cast

0

Part-time Joli,_,,.,,,,_,,.,. at
your local Radio Blnlcll lflN)

2-way A/V speaker

19•

Great for use near PC
or TV. 4• woofer and
1" soft-dome tweeter.

-·- -·- -.-.·.:•
---

Indoor TV/FM antenna
lmprOVII racapdon

Black, f40-2048M8. Whito, f.40-2059MB

Fine-tuning control for clearer
picture and sound.
#1S-1808MB

IN THE CLASSROOM

a,9

AC accessories to power your dorm
4-outlet adapter. 2-prong. K1-2s21Me • ••.•••. • •••.•••.••.. • • 2.99
6-outlet surge protector in metal housing. ,&1-21J1MB •• 22.99
6-outlet adapter. For 3-prong outlets. t61-2622MB •.•••.. • 3.99
6-outlet power strip. Master on/off switch . t61-21SOMe • • 8.99
Single-outlet spike protector. 1&1-2791Me •••••••••• • ••••••. • 6.99
6-ft. 3-outlet ext. cord. Whito, t61-2744MB. Brown, t61-2745M8 •••.• '1.99
9-ft. 3-outlet ext. cord. Whte, 161-2746MB. Brown. t61-27◄7M8 • • •• • 2.39
15-ft. 3-outlet extension cord. 161-21◄SMe ••• . ••• . •••• •• •••• 3.49

Microcassette
recorder
Great for recording class
notes. Easy one-hand
operation. Two speeds.

3911

l1◄·1159MB

Darcey Shepherd
Lil' Angel (# I)

111-..11

Scientific calculator

Advanced thesaurus

Stores up to 12 frequently used
formulas and runs them with
justafewkeystrokeS.l6S-808MB

Small enough to carry in your
backpack or purse. 163-:mOMe

apply at p,r!JC,palllg Rad., Slladc stores and Ocalers l1tll1$ nol avalablt at a port,c,pa11ng sto11
can be spec~l-ordered (suble<t 10 avalablhlY) a1 tho ac!¥trused Df1ce A par1JC1patmg st0re wl ofler a
comparable vaklt If 11,e product IS solcl out lndependenl Radio Shack dealers and franchosees may not
be partJcapatu,g tn lhls ad or stock or I-order every rtcm ldverustd Coples of apphcablo warranties n a,a,lablt upoo request at stom lor r,spcct,on before slle, or by wnung Custome<
RelaMns. 1400 One Tandy c.nier Fort Worth 11( 76102 FedEx trademuts used by pelMJSSIOfl

lha..-.11!
THE REPAIR SHOP®
Express®i----------------'-------l ltadie1111haeK

Kaale

Gift

~

.,. '""wrap. gift, add. -

gft

and ship ,

anywhere in the US via FedEx® delivery
service. For a store near you or to order, call

1-800-THE-SHACK...

Franklin Is a registered trademark of
Franklin Electronic Publ,shing, Inc.

llad1e lhaell

.1ou ve got quest'ions. "\VL
we , ve got answers. SM

v;

,

O<rt of whaok? Out of w,,,aoty? We'"'
most major brands of out-of-warranty
electronics. For a store near you, call

1-800-THE-SHACKSM
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BLACK HISTORY
:MORE THAN JUST A JMONTH AT PV

Excerpts from writer Claude McKay
Institute as a student ofagriculture for abroad, he wrote his first novel, Home
a few months. Then he attended to Harlem, and gathered material for
By Bridgett McGowen
Kam,as State College in Manhattan his second novel, Banjo.
Black History Co-Editor
fortwoyears. By 1914,hehadmoved
McKay'sbestknownnovel,
to New York.
Home to Harlem, is the story ofa black
The black p<>et and novelist,
Bad in vestments forced American soldier's life after returning
Claude McKay was-oorn September McKay to work in nwnerous menial from France after World War I. The
15, 1889. He was a figure who is jobpositionsincludingakitchenhelper novel became controversial because
responsible for some of the most in New England hotels and a Pullman some black critics protested that it
interesting contributions to lhe history waiter on trains out of New York. He emphasized exotic elements in black
ofAfro-American literature. McKay's continued to write.
life but ignored the major problems of
works are noted for its lyricism and
He achieved his first black Americans.
powerfulstatementsofblackemotions. important literary recognition in
The last fourteen years of
Originally from lhe small America whentwoofhissonnets under McKay's life were spent in the United
village of Sunny Ville in lhe hills of the pseudonym Eli Edwards were States. In ·1937 his autobiography, A
central Jamaica, McKay was published by the major literary Long Way from Home, came out. A
surrounded by "a garden of mixed magazine, The Seven Arts, in 1917. friendship formed with Ellen Tarry, a
humanity." Asacosmopolitancitizen
In the early 1920s McKay Black Catholic writer of children's
of the world and a dedicated political also gained recognition in England books influenced his conversion to
radical, he never forgot his nostalgic where his second volume of verse, Roman Catholicism in October 1944,
love for his home
ConstabBallads was published. While less than four months before his death.
Walter Jekyll, an intellectual in England he gained experience in
McKay wrote a recollection
English resident of Jamaica, and radical journalism with Sylvia of his childhood near the end of his
McKay's elder brother were his chief Pankhurst on the Workers' life. Heconsideredittobe''thefarewell
intc\\ecbla\ tutots <luring bis youth. ~nought.
testimony of a man who was bitter
These men gave him access to books
•
lt was the publication of because he loved, who was both right
by Dante, Villoa,Milton,Pope, Goethe, Harlem Shadows in 1922 that secured and wrong because he hated the things
and other poets and philosophers.
McKay's American reputation. that destroyed love, who trieq to give
By 1912, McKay published Harlem Shadows, a collection of back to others a little of what he·had
hisfirsttwocollectionsofvem:, "Songs passionate and vibrant poems, is the got from them and the continuous
of Jamaica" and "Constab Ballads." first great literary achievement of the adventure of being a black man in a
These poems won him a scholarship in Harlem Renaissance.
white society. Happily, as I move on,
that same year. McKay then moved to
During the mid- l 920s I see that adventure changing for those
the United States.
McKay spent time in France, Toulon, who will come after me. For this is the
He attended Tuskegee Marseilles, Nice, and Antibes. While century of the coloured world."

Houston station to air.radiothon
supporting scholarship fund
student in each participating market.
Legendary black disc
jockey, Jack Gibson a.k.a. "Jack the
Rapper," is chairman of the
. The Thurgood Marshall
radiothon's national advisory
Scholarship Fund will hit the airwaves
committee. Other celebrities,
of urban radio on Sept. 30 with its
including Denzel Washington and
first-ever national radiothon.
Montell Jordan, will read public
The ra,diothon will air on 46
service announcements for the
radio stations in 36 markets across the
radiothon event.
country. From 6 a.m. to midnight on
In Houston the radiothon
Sept. 30, listeners of urban radio
will air on Magic 102 FM.
stations nationwide can call in to
"Urban radio has been one
pledge their support for the fund.
of the most powerful sources that
Founded in 1987 with Miller
exists for heightening awareness
Brewing Company as a sponsor, the
Thurgood Marshal I Scholarship Fund within the African-American
is the only national merit-based community," says Gibson. "I'm
scholarship program which awards proud to be a part of the radiothon
four-year scholarships to students which allows our radio stations the
opportunity to support black higher
attending 37 historically black public
education
by helping to raise money
colleges
and
universities.
for
scholarships
for tomorrow's
Contributions raised by the radio

By LADAWN HYMES
Panther Staff
·

stations will be used to benefit a

''Legacy'' Celebrates African American History
Legacy is the name ofa fairly
11ew publication that has come to our
ttotice. It styles itself as a.celebratio11
of African-America11 history a11d
cult11re and, i11 the words ofpublisher
Rodney J. Reynolds, the magazine will
"provide a look i11toourpast at1d at the
same time li11k us to our presei1t and
show us some of the potential of the
future."
On these pages, we present
wmeellcerpts from several scones that
appeared in the February/March 1995
edition of Legacy. Correspondence to
che magazine should be addressed to
RJR Communications/American
Heritage,6051hAve., NY, NY 1001 I.
What History? by Gene Smith
Every day of his prof~sional Ii fe, Carter
Woodson, the only child of slaves ever
to get a Ph.D. in history, battled the
perception that his race had no
achievement or background. By
creating Negro History Week in 1926,
he not only brought the past into the
light but changed the future.

When the black Columbia
University graduate student Lorenzo
J. Greene met Carter Godwin Woodson
in 1925, he pitied him. Here was a
fifty-year-old scholar who ought to be
teaching at some great university,
Greene thought. Yet what was
Woodson's sole interest and subject
ofconversation, and what was he doing
with his life? "He was trying to create
Negro history-something that never
existed."
Carter Woodson had heard it
all before. After all, people asked for
years, what was the Negro whose
history Woodson professed to study
but a creature from the jungle without
achievement, wi1hou1 background, a
nameless and monolithic mass? When
Woodson, the only child of slaves
ever to get a Ph.D. in history,
matriculated at Harvard in 1908, the
eminent professor Edward Channing
felt entirely fre.e 10 refer in joking
fashion to the notion that the escaped
slave Crispus Attucks was anything

more than an idler who took it into his
head to throw things at British troops;
then Channing laughed at the idea that
Attucks's death during the Boston
Massacre had been a great contribution
to American independence. Prof.
Albert Bushnell Hart was initially
pleasant Woodson but let him know
that blacks were an inherently inferior
race. Study England during the TudorStuart period, Woodson was told, and
study he did, England from the
Revolution of 1688 to the reform of
Parliament, and the church in the
Middle Ages, and France's diplomatic
policy during the War of the Austrian
Succession. 1740-48. These matters
constituted history.
But Woodson remembered
hearing from his mother how when
Master said some slaves must be sold,
she begged that he sell her and not her
mother, for that would mean the
younger children would have no one
to tum to.

Bel Atlantic/ Calvin Rolark
Washington D.C. Resident, _2.5 GPA Majors:
Architecture, Engineering, Journalism, or Communications

$3,000 for 1 year
Application deadline Sept. 22
For more info: Scholarship Department Room 302/309 Evans
Hall P.O. Box 337 Prairie View A&M University Prairie View,
TX 77446 (409) 857-2693 or 857-2694
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Deion makes $25million move

song I had an opportunity to do from
valuable to any defense, offense, or
and sex. Rap is dealing with the wne the beginning to end was "Ever so By USA L TERRELL
special teams, and is a team player.
thing,thatiswhylcallit"Rapra". Rap Clear".
Panther Staff
is dealing with the wne issues, just Quesdon- Whatdoesyournewname
"Sanders is everything you
The 1994 Defensive Player look for in a player," said Denver
differentcenturies. Ifyouthinkabout "Dr. Wolfgang Von Bushwickin
Question· How did you hook up with it, as long as there are people there will Mother Funky Stay High Dollar of the Year, Deion Sanders signed a coach Mike Shanahan, San
~ven-year, $25 million contract with FranciiCO's offensive coordinator.
the Geto Boys?
· be problems. To me Rap is Opera to Billstir" mean?
the
Dallas Cowboys. This deal "Sanders has character, charisma,
Bashwid(.J was a busboy at this club people in the ghettos, It's the t1oice of IUSffll'ick- Doctors are known for
includes
a no-tradeclauseand an NFL and, will 1,c an asset to any football
called Thunderdome which later those who Y':)U would not hear stand preci.&ion,soiampreciseindiagnosing
record
signing
bonus of almost $13 team."
changed names from Thunderdome to and speak up.
the problem in the ghetto. Wolfgang is
Rhinestone when I had time from Question- Who are some of your the classical aspect in my music. million.
ScottCase,whoplayedwith
While 49ers fans are Sanders in Atlanta, recently signed
cleaningtablesI'dgetoutonthedance favorite Hip Hop artists?
Bushwiclcin I added die (IN) to my
floor, and while everyoody was doing Busmvick- Well, my favorite artist is name becau5e they say in Texas when mourning the loss of the game's with the Cowooys as a safety. Case
lhe "cabbage patch" I was doing the Scarface, because to me no rapper can you have kids and family you have kin premier man-to-man cornerback, was initially concerned about the hype
"JerryLewis",andthe"JamesBrown". capture the feelings, emotions, and folks, that is what I have now. The Dallas fans are reacting differently. that came with this 1989 as a firstTherefore, I stood out cause I was up's and downs in a rap form where if Barbarian is to show that I am still, and Some fans like Doland McGowen, a round draft pick. They spent hours
doing some different s-t. Soon after, your child just learned how to speak, alwayswillbehard-core,andsaywhat student at Prairie View A & M fishing and talking at a private pond
the owner of Rap-A-Lot Records he could rap it, ya know what I'm is real. Mother Funky come from University, said this deal took the fun outside Atlanta while the public
approached me and said I'd be a perfect sayin. He doesn't make it complicated, appreciating Parliament and George out of football, \Vhile others like image faded and the real man
fit forth is group called The Gelo Boys. it's like anything he's ever talked about Qinton. Stay High comes from staying Johnna Simpson, 21, also a student at emerged.
At that time the Geto Boys had this you could go back to it, and it will still above the things that will entangle the Prairie View A & M University, are
" ...once you get to know
song called "you ain't nothin" where make sense to you. Not every rapper average Black, the thing that will make shopping for Deion-jerseys.
him, you find out that he's a good
"I'm looking for a jersey guy," said Case.
they sampled Elvis, off the "Making I can say that about. I also like Kool G him succeed. Dollar Billstir means
with Deion's name on it!" said Miss
Trouble" album. Man, I've been in Rap, Tupac, and The Notorious Big. I'm currency in the United States.
It is obvious "Neon Deion"
this Rap S-t for IO years now.
Question- Is there going to be a Geto QuestionWhere do you see Hip Simpson who will be unsuccessful in can play football well. Now, the
Question- What are some of your Boys reunion album?
Hop heading in the future?
her search for only a few more days. Cowboys will get to relate to "Prime
favoritecutsonyournewCD"Phantom BusbwickScarface and I were Busbwick- Iseetherestoftheworld Sporting goods store managers in Time" as a teammate. He is known
of The Rapra"?
talkingtbispastweekend,andwewere realizing that Rap is another form of Dallas are anticipating the Deion- fornotonlyconfidence,butarrogance
Busbwick- I like all of them, all my trying to get Willie D on the album. history. Toe same way people go to jersey to outsell the ever-popular and showboating after scoring.
songs I mention Chucky, and in all my However, there are some legal matters school to read about accomplishments Emmit-jersey.
Although, he made a poor attempt at
A few weeks ago, $15 t'a\l music, and bis c\o\hcs can mak.e
songs I mention that I smoke weed, I that have to be dealt with first before that someone else did. Rap is our own
mention my kids and my family, then we could stan that project.
black history. wen then again it's not million to sign S ~ mi~ht ha7e you i\\ ii you watch ms video fot too )
I go into my horror core rap s-t. I've Question- Who are wme of the artist our own black history, because history confused fans, but with Kevm Snuth long, he is still an extraordinary
captured aspects on everything I like that guest appear on your new cd?
is His Story. I'm sayin rap is our own out for a year with a ruptured Achilles football player.
Many reporters and T. V.
torapabout. Everythingonmyalbum Busbwick- Menace Clan, Jammin D black mystery because it's my story. tendon, Sanders is no longer seen as a
luxury
to
the
Cowboys.
"Twentynews
anchors
have predicted the
I like, I don't have any favorites, if I and Assasin.
So I see Rap caught up in the mystery
five
million
dollars,
that's
ridiculous!"
Cowboys
having
difficulty accepting
had any favorites that would be the Question- Who collaborated on the ofmy history. I'm only talking aoout
said
Dennis
Gatlin
of
Plano.
Some
Deion
's
salary.
Mike
Irvin said he is
only song I put out, like Issac Hayes production aspect of your cd?
the things I hear, see, and the things
fans,
like
Gatlin,
and
news
reporters
not
complaining
and
asked
the media
used to do, ya know what I'm sayin. Busbwick- John Bido and myself. thataregoiogon,inthiseverchanging
think
Sanders
is
over-priced,
but
not
to
aggravate
the
issue.
It's that one lyric and the music through John Bido did the ovel'iCeing on all of evolving world, that day to day you
When will he play? After
the whole album. So I can't have a the production, and made sure never know what's going to happen those who feel the Cowboys winning
as
a
necessity,
see
signing
Deion
as
a
his
baseball
season ends and his
favorite if I put twelve cuts on the everythingwasarrangedpropcrly,and next. SolseeRapasamirrorfromthat
necessity,
also.
As
said
by
Jean
injured
ankle
heals, Deion will step
album, obviously those had to be the lbasicallypickedeverything. I picked person's point of view coming from
Jacques
Taylor,
a
staff
writer
of
the
on
the
field
asaDallasCowboy.
The
favorites out of everything else I pick the sound I wanted. Swift and Freddy that side of the ghetto,just because we
Dallas
Morning
Ne\Ys,
Sander's
Cowboysestimatemid-October.
We
from.
Long also collaborated on the album. live in the ghetto and you live on one
talents
are
undeniable.
can
definitely
look
forward
to
Question- What made you come up Question- How do you compare your side of the street, you might not ever
Mr.
Sanders
scores
watching
him
cover
Jerry
Rice
on
with the concept "Phantom of the freshman solo album entitled "Little go through half the s-t I go through
Rapra"?
Big Man" to yournew album ''Phantom just growing up on the other side of the touchdowns four ways: receiving, November l 2.
Will the Cowboys be the
Busbwick- I like Opera music right, of the Rapra"?
street from me, know what I'm sayin. punt returns, kick-off returns, and
mostly
interception
returns.
He
has
first
team
to win three Super Bowls
and opera deals with sex, rape, Bushwick- The first album I was on Rap is evolving with time.
30interception~ightofwhich
were
in
four
years?
I say yes, and signing
violence,
the P E (Public Enemy) tour when Question- How do you consider your
returl)ed
for
touchdowns.
His
Deion
was
an
imperative move in
government abuse, society abuse, and John Bido was talking to me over the style, and do you have a particular
excellent
hand-eye
coordination
accomplishing
this goal. As a
parental abuse. All in all, that is what phone, giving me a lot of different name for your style?
coupled
with
his
speed
could
make
Dallasite
and
Cowboy
fan, I say,
rap deals with. The same problems ideas, I basically didn't stay focused Bushwick- Yeah, calling it like I iee
him
a
productive
receiver.
He
is
"Welcome
to
D-town
DEION!"
that people had back in the day, the onalltheideasthatwasgoingdownon it. I'mnottryingtocandycoatnothing
used to express in Opera. If you the first album. I was going from city sweet in the world. I just verbally
remember Opera was banned too. If to city while I was working on it. So I project the images you physically see.
youcheckedoutthemove"Amadeus" basically gave a blueprint to what I I consider my style to be "Lyrical
he was banned from expressing his wanted, and I left the construction to Hollywood". I am verbally painting a
feelings about government, society, John Bido and James Smith. The only picture for you, and the script is my
Freshman with 27 ACT/ 1100 SAT High School
storv. Rao is from the artist noint of

By IIRANDON GRIFFITH
(DJ Killa B)
Special -to-the-Panther

Wal-Mart Scholarship

Letha Mae Alexander

GPA l5 and High School Rank of 90% and be a
U.S. Citizen. Must have Financial Need.

3.0 GPA and a female graduate of Lubbock Independent School District

$5,000 I year for 4 years

$500 for 1 year
Application deadline Sept. 22
For more info: Scholarship Department Room 302/309 Evans Hall P.O. Box 337 Prairie View A&M
University Prairie View, TX 77446 (409) 857-2693 or 857-2694

Application deadline Sept. 22
For more info: Scholarship Department Room 302/309 Evans
Hall P.O. Box 337 Prairie View A&M University Prairie View,
TX 77446 (409) 857-2693 or 857-2694
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Aricultural Economics students attend national convention
NEWS RELEASE

Miss Prairie View ..... Who is she

?

•

By Paul Masterson
Panther Staff

Since winning the title, her upcoming activities.
Williams hasn't had time to herself.
"At the moment, I'm busy
Entering the pageant as an underdog, with personal appearances at events
To the general student lxxly she walJced away with top scores in as football games and meetings with
and faculty, no one knows who everyareaofthecompetition. "I never the president and other personel so I
Kimberly Williams is. To some, she is expected to win. The other competitors really haven't had time to work on my
a senior majoring in accounting and an were so good, I never dreamed that I platform." said Williams, whose
aspiring actress. Others know her as a would be announced the winner." said platform is dealing with getting more
comptroller for the Student Williams after her name was students involved in voting and voter
Government Association (SGA), and announced as Miss Prairie View 1995- registration. This is true for residents
as the president of Toastmasters 1996.
inHoustonanditssurroundingcounties
International. But, all these activities
Now that the Fall semester and for non-Houston and non-Texas
still doesn't change the question that has begun, Williams is ready to step residents who qualify for absentee
everyone on campus is asking...Who into the limelight and begin her reign. voting.
is Miss Prairie View?
With her first official appearance at a
Also in the works, are for her
Photo by Cinnamon Johnson
In March, Williams was, recentspiritrally,studentscaughttheir and the Miss Prairie View Court(which
crowned Miss Prairie View A&M first glimpse at the lovely young includes first runner-up Rasbaan Music coordinator Charles Porter pretends to fall asleep because the new
University and it is now time for the woman. A very modest and articulate Patterson and second runner-up
Andrea automated systems leaves him with little work to do.
university and its staff and students to person, Williams, a E>allas native, is
Parks), to do a joint project together in ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
recognize and get to know her.
veryeagertospeakaboutherreignand the near future. She is alsc interested
in working with freshmen
students
to
help
encourage them to get
involved in some of the By SALLY GUILLAMONDEGUI
many events that occur Panther Staff
on campus. "I want to get
to know the freshmen and
Prairie View A&M Universities
have them to get to know
radio station, KPVU FM plans to
me. I want them to know
extend its positive outreach in the
that it's time for them to
community with the help ofa computer
get to know their
university and that they automation system and an affiliation
have a voice in what goes with National Public Radio.
Thenew"digital automation
on here at Prairie View."
can be totally
People can expect system", or DAS

KPVU to be more community oriented

BBLP WANTED----Mm/Women earn $480 weekly
assembling circuit
bouds/electroDic componmts at
home. 1!xpedmceunnecessary,.
will train_ JmmecUare openings in
yom local area.
C3ll l-S20-68D-4647 EXTC2086

MUSICIAN NEEDED
BETHAL BAPTIST CHURCH IN SEALY

IS LOOKING FOR A DEDICATED CHRISTIAN
MUSICIAN, FOR A FULL TIME OR PART TIME.
POSITION. FOR MORE INFORMATION
CALL MRS. MILLER ( 409) 826-231 1 WK
OR BETHAL ON WED. AFTER 7:30 P.M.
(409)826 6802
ASK FOR REV. FRAZIER

*College Scholarships Available*
Recorded message gives details.
For more information
call l-800-842-3312
RATES & POLICIES: $2.00 for the first 15 words, 10 cents for each add~ional
word per run. Must be paid in advance. There are NO refunds. ~he Pant~er
reserves the right to refuse advertising that it ju~es to prom~te violence, illegal
activity, Is demeaning in character or could possibly hann or injure any of our
constituents.

FOR STUDENTS ONLYI
TO Pt.ACE~ AO, CAU. (409) 157-2132 BETWEEN SAM AND SPMI

alot more from Williams
in the coming weeks, she
and her court will be
featured models in the
University fashion show,
the Panther Extravagaza
to be held September 21
in Hobart Taylor Recital
Hall at 7 P.M.. She will
also make a half-time
appearance at the Prairie
View- Grambling game
in Dallas, and she along
with Nakia Thomas, Mr.
Prairie View, will be the
guest of honor at the King
and Queen's Coronation
Ball during the week of
Homecoming.

programmed by computer, and will
continue to run without human
assistance, without ever,losing the high
quality of programming you have
become accustomed to receiving from
KPVU-FM. It is not, however, meant
to replace your favorite radio
personality of the ever-popular DJ,
but to help out in a crisis or on major
holidays when we all need vacation
See KPVU on page 13

PV TOP TEN
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Antonio where PV AMU will co-host
the 1996 National Convention. The
club expects to win the rights and
privleges to design, and merchandise
the Convention T-Shirts, as they did in
1994. The club feels ultimate success
will be in winning the Academic Quiz
Bowl Championship and placing
another student in a national office
again next year.
''The growth of the world Food
Distribution Training Center of
Excellence futher establishes PVAMU
and its students to be innovative leaders
in agricultural economics through the·
21st Century, said Parks."
The members of the
Economics Club extend speial Dr. Agricultural Economics students attrnd National Convention this sumStrickland, Head, Department of mer in Indianopolis.
Agriculture, Jerrell Meikle, and Dr.
Alfred Parks.
Other students participating
included
Angela Richardson,
Agribusiness
Managemen t, Student Papers.
President,
Vice-President,
Samy
Quantitative, Potpourri, Finance,
The success of the PVAMU Orange, Secretary, Jeretha Lewis,
Resource Policy.
Agricutural Economics Club will
Nicholas, the captain of the hopefully continue next year in San Treasurer.
people dest that leave that did not speak
BY JAE SIMPSON AND LISA L. to you?
PVAMU team for the past two years,
TERRELL
Notice how many peop\c you
said, "The convention brings together
Panther Staff
pass and don't speak to during the
course of a day.
Cypress, Hockley, Brookshire, and unique to our community, promote
Just say 'hi.
Many new stuocnl.S {cc\ a\onc
Bellville. The hard . work and PV AM University and community
The p\anners of Operation and out-of-place because they lcnow
continued from page 12
activities , and provide a training "Hi,"anewcampus-widedrive, want only a few persons or none al all on
time with family and friends. DAS perseverence of the crew has been
facility for PYAM students and others each student at PV to help flooc? the campus.
will enhance the already high quality highlighted by the affiliation with the
entire campus with good greetings,
As a solution to this problem,
interested in careers in broadcasting.
programming you have been receiving, National Public Radio.
good vibes and good manners- the Memorial Student Center Advisory
Lori Gray, the general Other key staff include Ken enoughtomeltthethickwallofunease BoardisinitiatingOperation "HI!" The
as well as provide a wider variety of
Cassels.chiefengineer, Larry Coleman, and tension many students, especially campaign is set to begin the week of
programs and up to the minute news Manager, will focus on reaching the
program director, Charles Porter, music the new students, claim they have Sept. 14. During this time, students,
reports. It will keep the listeners abreast station's Mission Statement, which
faculty and staff are encouraged to
director,
Carolyn Campbell, noticed on campus.
Often the only time students greet everyone they pass on campus,
of the latest National, state states four major areas that this radio
developement and promotions director speak to one another is when they are especially those people they do not
andcommunity news as it happens.
station plans to fulfill for our
plus those whose voices are heard over trying to get their "mack on;" .but know.
The station is now carried in community: provide a voice and
MSC advisory board
the air fLling our heads and hearts with unless you are extremely attracuve,
a seven county radius which includes outreach to our seven county area,
you may not even get "macked on,"
music, news and community activities.
some students say.
Houston Navasota, Brenham, Tomball, provide information and entertainment
Seem on page 14
More importantly, how many

'

Operation "Hi" to lighten campus mood

KPVU

10 Janet Jackson ................................................. Runaway

u
B

The PV AMU Chapter of agricultural economics, university
the American Agricultural adminstrators, private industry
Economics Association Student representatives,
government
Section (AAEA-SS) participated in professionals, and agricultural
the National Convention this summer foundation councils where students
in Indianapolis, IN. Seven students may network and interact on national
were accompanied by the club's agricutural and related issues." "It is
adivsor, Mr. Jerrell Meikle, and Dr. an excellent opportunity for students
Alfred Parks, Director of Research, to network with such professionals
CARC.
and to showcase one's intellectual
Three of the students, Craig abilities in the paper and Academic
Anthony Nicholas, Thomas Quiz Bowl Competions, adds
Northcutt, and Monique Shellburg, Nicholas."
competed in the Academic Quiz
At the highlight of the
Bowl competition. Out of29 teams convention, PV AMU was showcased
competing, the PV AMU team at two ends. At the professional end,
finished as the fifth ranked team with Dr. Alfred L. Parks, who was also
wins over the University of Chairman of the AAEA Awards
Kentucky, the University ofGeorgia, Committee, presided over a portion of
University ofArkansas-Fayetteville. theAAEAAwardsCeremony. Atthe
The competition included 8 student, Nicholas was recognized for
catorgories: Microeconomics, his contributionds ad a National Officer
Macroeconomics, Marketing, and Editior of the AAEA Journal of

9. X-Scape .........................................Who Can I Run To?

8. Junior Mafia .........................................Players Anthem

VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22) • YOU'VE BEEN SO BUSY LATELY YOU'VE
HARDLY NOTICED ALL THE PEOPLE ASKING FOR YOUR PHONE
NUMBER. THIS IS YOUR MONTH! ENJOY A ROMANTIC EVENING

7. Tupac .............................................................My Block

6. Faith.............................................................Come Over
5. Mariah Carey ....................................................Fantasy

4. Micheal Jackson ............................. You are Not Alone

3. Mystical... ...................................Y'all Ain't Ready Yet
2. Prince........................................................ .! Hate You
I. Coolio..............................................Gangstcrs Paradise

~If~ (Sept. 23 • Oct. 23) • One of your classes starts out boring but look for
a redeeming quality-it's not as bad as you thought. .
.
SCORPIO (Oct. 24. Nov. 21) • You're about to regain something you thought
you had lost forever.
f
ii
d
SAGITIARIUS (Nov. 22- Dec. 21) • Get organized! Shock your am Yan
friends with your new and improved grade point average.
.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22. Jan. 19) Your sizzling summer .romance fizz~es out as
school begins. This year you'll discover romance as you ve never had 1t befo,re.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb.18) • The time is right to ask out that person you ve

had your eye on. Meanwhile keep an eye out,someone you thought was a friend
has less than good intentions.
.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - Mar. 20) • Pisceans are especially high powered this month,
so it would be a good time to do a project with talented friends. .
ARIES (March 21- April 19) • You will make an unexpected new f~end. Hold
your groWld this month when your other friends give you a hard time.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20) • Stubborn bulls may get in ~n out of.control
argument with a parent or friend, but it will ~n bl~w over (if you l~t it}.
GEMINI (May 21- June 21) • It is a perfect hme to give up a bad habit for once
and for all.
.
CANCER (June 22 - July 22) • One of your friends wants you to try something
new this mon:h. Listen-it won't be as bad as you think.
.
LEO ( July 23- Aug. 22) ,. This month it pays to be on time for everything-even
your most dreaded class.
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What's the Flava???

New store in MSC opens as convenience to students
By PAMELA WALLS and
EDDIE SHERROD
Panther Staff

Bone
"Thugs-n-harmony"
Album Title: "East 1999 Eternal"
Label: Bone, DJ. Uneek, Poetic Hustlas, Graveyard Shift, Tony-C, T.
Hester and Kenny McCloud
Executive Producer: Eric "Eazy-E" Wright

by Cinnamon Johnson

' Choir members casualy pose before beginning their annual spring tour.

Panther Mart employee happily displays stturity sign.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

the weekends. Basically' the new stor
is one particular example of Marriot
trying to be there for the students.
The Panther Mart is opened
from 9A.M. until 1OP.M. Monday lhru
Friday. the weekend hours are not set
just yet because they are trying to see

Literacy conference s\ated·torSeptember
HOUSTON-The Texas
Agricultural ExtensionService-Harris
County's Literacy Task Force is
accepting registration for a literacy
conference to help tutors and
supporters. The conference will be
Sept. 21-23 at the Holiday Inn-Hobby
Airport, 9100 Gulf Freeway and costs
$7S. For registration information, call
85S-5600.
Focus on the Future: The
Literacy Challenge Continues has
already drawn attention from
professionals around Texas including:
un ivers ity and college facu lty,

By George S. Spillman Jr.

..
.. ,.,. .............
..

Upon the arrival for the Fall
95 semester, students found that there
has been a new convient store opened
in the M.S.C. The store has all the
basic needs of the students and more.
The concept of the Panther
Mart was spear headed by Omar
Muhammad and Clinton Ward which
was based upon listening to the
suggestions of the students. The
questions that are floating around in
everyone's heads are, What about the
Bookstore, is the new store creating
competition? Marriot did not open the
Panther Mart to be competitive, they
are simply offering a convience to the
students, especially to those who do
not have transportation to P.V .
Groceries and do not feel ljke walking
there. 1be new convient store is not
competitionfortheBookstore because
the prices of sodas and water are lower
in the Bookstore. Basically, the only
advantage the Panther Mart has over
the Bookstore is that it is open longer
during the week and also, it is open on

.

volunteer literacy tutors, board
membersofliteracy agencies, business
partners of literacy providers, elected
officials college students majoring in
education, and many others involved
in the literacy field.
Members of the task force
hope because of previous success,
literacy volunteers and professionals
will share with their peers about the
opportunity and enrollment will double
this year. The conference is formatted
to train the trainer and successfut
literacy models will be presented.

Spring tour takes the Choir to Bahamas

what the demands of the students are.
There is something lhat is
arising that will be a great surprise to
At close of the 199S spring
the students and Marriot is confident semester, the acappc\la choir embarked
that the students will like the concept. upon its annual spring Tour. This tour
So, keep your eyes and ears opened. took 44 students to the Commonwealth
of the Bahamas and to cites in the
southeastern United States.The choir's
concert program included anthems,
hymns, spirituals, gospel, and secular
music. While on tour, the members
met Prairie View alumni and had a
opportunity to serve the university as
"singing ambassadors". The tours
made by the choir have been afforded
opporunities to visit the Martin Luther
King, Jr. Center for Social and Non-

Good Luck

Volleyball
Team

Violent Change in Atlanta, the Boeing
(Airplane) Corporation in Seattle, the
Civil Rights and the 16th Street Baptist
Church in Birmingham, the Golden
Gate Bridge in San Francisco, and do
shopping in Tijauna, Mexico.
In addition to performing for
both the Governor, and the U.S.
ambassador to the Bahamas, the choir
performed for the students at Crenshaw
High School in Los Angeles. The
choir is continuing a tradition which
dates back more than I 00 years with
Dr. Oscar Anderson Fuller, Robert A.
Henry; and H. Edison Anderson.

''YOUR SATISFACTION IS OU~ PRIMARY CONCERN"

a:>ucAJ1DN5llw:IS

PM1111 VIEW AIM UNIYEIISllY
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THE PURPLE "P"

ALUMNI HALL

M.S.C.

Continued from page 13
chairperson, Japana Sirleaf said.
"People will be surprised at the effect
the simple exchange of words will
have on the morale, atmosphere and
auitudes on our campus."
To remind everyone to greet
each other, the advisory board will
post signs that say, "HI!" in various
areas oncampus. So start your yearoff
right and j ust say, "HI!"

Good Luck!
Panther
Track Team
on your trip
to Louisiana

Now you know that it has to be getting pretty rough out there in the
worldofHip-HopwhenyouhaveM.C'srappingandsingingatthesametime
and that's just what Bizzy, Flesh, Layzie and Wish Bone continue to do on
their debut album "East 1999 Eternal". Following the platinum success of
their EP "Creepin' on ah Come Up", which is seven cuts deep, Bone manged
to pump out 16 more on the new album without robbing the EP and cheating
the fans like artists tend to.
"I st of the month", the first single from the new Cd, speaks of the
age old ghetto celebration that only occurs twelve times a year. That's right,
those government checks get to rollin' in about that time and the seemingly
endless cycle of drug addicts that get checks and "smoke" them is thus
perpetuated. "Buddah Lovaz", as you might have guessed, is a serenade to
those that often date Mary Jane. The element that makes it so "killa" is the
mix of Keith Sweat's "How deep is your love?" and the Isely Brothers'
"Choosie Lover". They also flex their patented techniquie of voice layering
on this track. "Budsmokers Only" or as you'll hear it on the radio" B.S.O."
is another tune that Bone dedicated to what bill did not inhale.To spark it,
borrowed a bass line from Earth, Wind, & Fire's "Reasons" and made good
on the loan !
"Crossroad" is a shout out to one of Hip-Hop's fallen soldiers, Eazy-E, the
man whom discovered Bone and put them down with Ruthless Records." Mr.
Bill Collector" tells a tale about an everyday urban occurance in which
someone owes the neighborhood drug dealer, ("Play in' wit my money is like
playin' wit my emotions, Smokie!) My favorite cut is "Crept and we came",
because the track is so hard it makes you feel like your being cased by
something evil. It also reminds me of a local Houston group that's bound to
blow-up, "Street Military".
Overall, these kids from Cleveland have made a pretty nice showing
with clear "trump tight" production, they should even try out for the Guiness
world record for most words ina minute.but there is one thing that bothers me,
embalming fluid also known as "water" of"hydro" seems to be oneofBone's
pastimes and the last time I checked it was used to make the dead chill, not
the living!! So keep it natural . Until next time stay on point.

* I n:E&
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Any departments interested in making
announcements of departmental programs please contact the PantherRo.om
216 or 2132.

HARVEY KEITEL , JOBI !UR!URRO DELROY LIIDO

~

,:\\arr1ott.

Hip Hop Music Review
Artist: Bushwick Bill

noise nationwide, other cuts on
the album consist of songs such as

Productio11: Joh11 Bido, Swift, and "Times is Hard", which deals with
Freddy long
everyday life in the ghetto. Also,
the song "Only God Know" deals
Label: Rap-A-lot Records
:~:e~::
::::y~:~ :~suis~
By BRANDON GRIFFITH
just be prepared. For the fellas,
Special-to-the-Panther
the song "X Girlfriend" will blow
your mind. All in all, this is a

KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN
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TACO BELL

THE UNDER.GROUND
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CELEBRATIONS CATERING SERVICE
COOKIES-N-CREAM

FEATURING DRYERS PREMIUM ICE CREAM
&
OTIS SPUNKMEYER COOKIES
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the Geto Boys, the first member as the production aspect. I
that comes to mind is Bushwick recommend this album to anyone
Bill. bushwick is back again with who is not afraid to listen to the
his sophomore album "Phantom realities of today's society. Peace
of the Rapra", the first single being to Bushwick Bill, and his two sons,

MARRIOTT & PRAIRIE VIEW
WHAT A TEAM!!!

"Who's The Biggest" is making and soon to be born daughter.

OPEIS WEDIESDAY SEPTEMBER 13!8
AT ATHEATRE IEAR YOU
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-----------···
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New coach, Sapenter, envisions new attitude, new life

SPORTS
Keep your head up ... Good guys finish last but victorys close
youngmenwhowillbeinconsideration
for the legendary Hcisman Trophy
award with a chance of being signed to
an team in the NFL.
That is how the nation, the football
College football season is
amongst us again. Already, loving public veiw college football .
audiences have seen NCAA Clomoringin theirSe3lSeveryweekend
powerhouses as UCLA, Florida the gridiron class it out. You must be
State, and Texas A&M battle it out lhatwinningteamtogettherecognilion
with some of the other countries and the article in such publications as
elite teams. With coaches counting College Football Weekly, and Sports
every game hoping for a win with a IluStrated.
Like at all colleges and
playoffand bowl berth in their midst
, while that certain player, the star universities across the country, the
quater back, the All-American, football team at Prairie View A&M
hoping to be one of those lucky University does what every other get
college team does during the summer

they go through a series of drills, run
through plays, strategies, and
procedures. With a few hours to
themselves, they eat and rest and suit
back up for an afternoon practice
session.
Not since 1989, has Prairie View
A&M University won a football game.
Under coach Ronald Beard ,a team
once reared as one of the greatest
teams in black college football fell to
an unprecedented losing streak of 440. Beard's reputation as a coach was
question by the media and by his peers
includingGramblingheadcoachEddie
Robinson. Speculation about weather

BY PAUL MASTERSON
Panther Staff

You're engineering a career-but you need a
place to start. In more than

35

countries,

we're

engineering the future-ond we're looking for
new talent. You can do the rest in your head.

•

Forward your resume to:

EDS Staffing
5400 Legacy H4-GB-35
Dept. 3365
Plano, TX 75024
or Fax: 1800) 562-6241

II
AMIE
. ..

,......,

.

/__.

Sunra,cel!
EDS is aproud sponsor of Advancing Minorities' Interest in Engineering (AMIE) ond the
biennial Sunroyce solar-powered vehicle event.

he'd keep his positon as coach was
questioned last year.
This summer, under heavy
consideration,
Beard
was
relinquished from his duties as head
coach. The position was given to
Hensley Sapenter. Sapenter a Prairie
View graduate, has take~ on the
position and has given a new look 10
the fledging team.
With a new coach, under their
wings, news of the team breaking the
losing streak
was all around the campus and nation
alike. The win didn't occur. Prairie
View suffered another loss to Texas
Southern University with a defeat of
50-8.
They followed this with
another loss to Abilene Christian
College with a 35-0 score. With a
new coach, the Panther seem to
continue not come up with that
breakthrough win. The continuation
vf the con istent lo es has had ome
players thinking is the thougth of
losing a mental locket in their minds?
"Thus far, the season has been
dissapointing because of the two
lo ses. However, we have played
well but we must cut down on these
mental mistakes and play well for the
entire game ."said Micheal Porter.
Porter, a slot back for the Panters
was one of the subjects for an recent
Sports Ilustrated article. The article
in which the team was described as

....
the p1llful panthers"
focused on the team from its paSt •
pr~sent'. and fut~re unde.r Sapenterand
u?iversuy president _Hmes. "It was
mce to have my ~•cture. in Sports
IluStrated, but 1 wished II was for
something more positiv~." said Porter.
Two of the ~pcommg games for
the team are crucial. They'll travel to
Baton Rouge, La to play Sou thern for
an S~ptember 16 showdown. The next
crucial game, September 30 will be
G_rambl ing Uni ~ersity at the Al
L1pscom State Fair Bowl Classic in
Dallas. Last year during this route, the
Panthers suffered an humiliating 66-0
lo ~ which struck controversy overthe
entire conference. The loss was the
!~west recorded loss for Prairie View
smce_ they've been participants in the
classic.
The Panthers now have a new coach
with new additions to the assistant
coaching staff as well. With an new
annoiting to the team and what seems
like a uplifting of support from the
univerisity, the the team can complete
the rest of the ea on with some historic
wins in the column. In a qoute from
Porter, "the players are ticking
10ge1her and working hard for each
game." With a good rapport instited in
them, the team can come along
victorious and the story will clo e as
good guys finish last.

a quiet afternoon
conversation with his
daughter and a cigarette
to calm his nerves,
which have to be on the
very edge. He is trying
todo what coach Ronald
Beard told Sports
Illustrated is impossible.
He's trying to make
something happen at PY
that hasn't happened
since Public Enemy
rapped Fight the Power.
He's trying to make
believers out of a
campus overun with
doubters and harsh
critics. Coach Rensley
W. Sapenter, who had
not been on the gridiron
since 1972 has saddled
up as the new head coach
Senior captain Ben Goffney gets ready of the 1995 Prairie View A&M
for Southern.
Panthers.
By CHADWICK DAVIS
Two games, two lopsided
Sports Editor
losses, more critics, more negativity,
•
't . th
. more doubters, more pressure. The
He was Just s1 tmg · ere m
.
.
II
d
d
t
ffi
h1s sma an very mo es o icePanthers
. s11 three. games away from
.
f .
f breaking the all-time record for losses.
undemeath the p11e o pieces o an .
athletic program gone bad. He had hadWith Southern, Tarleton State, and

Wallsmaytakehisgameto nextlevel
By: CHADWICK DA VIS
Sports Editor
Some people say the
potential is wasted if it is not driven
by ambition and supported by
knowledge. Others speculate that
raw talent is the only formula to
success. While even still more others
feel that hard work bears the fruits of
labor.
What does all this mean to
theaverage6'7, 196lb.,size 17shoe
wearing brother from Sharpston
High School in Houston, Tx?
Nothing. Nothing unless his name
is Derrick Walls who has decided to
look to take his game to new horizons
overseas.

"I think overseas ball
would give me an opportunity to
bring my game to a new level
mentally and physically. Plus, give
me a chance to take a shot at the
NBA." said the optimistic Walls.
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Walls was not always so
positive about the direction he was
moving in. As a youth he was more
interested in "thuglife" than in
basketball. Walls first participated in
organized basketball in the 11th grade.
After 2 year of less than satifying
college ball, Walls was ready to hang up
his Nike.
"I wish I could forget my first
year at Wharton County Junior College.
My second year a Houston Baptist
wasn't much better. There were too
many white people who belived we
didn't belong. They thought wecouldn 't
have made it on merit alone. We were
just ba ketball players," says Walls.
Walls, felling the sting of the
systematic weed ing out of black
co Iii gent athletes, had reached the break
point. He was on the verge of quiting
school when in the summer of 92 he
made his way down 290 to Prairie View
see page 18

Earn a free education and receive a guaranteed job!
Your opportunity to achieve a commissior in the NAVY
or MARINE CORPS may be easier than you think.
Scholarships are available if you are a U.S. citizen,
physically qualified and have at least a 2.5 GPA.
(Other qualifications may apply).
For more information contact

Lt. R.T. Braggs PVA&M class of '90 at
857-2310/2311
You are tomorrow. You are the NAVY.

Grambling State all waiting and saying,
"We're not going to be their first win
in six years," the victory-starved
Panthers will have to move a mountain.
"We've got kids that have
lost 46 games straight," remarked
Sapenter, "Football is a game that will
teach you about life. There is no sin in
getting knocked down, the sin is not
getting up."
lflife' s lessons can be learned
on the field then the Panther players
have been in class every season for the
last six years. They have learned lifes
toughest lesson. Character. ln boxing
there is a three knock-down rule, or a
time for "throwing in the towel." In
football surrender means the rout is
on.
However, this group, made
up of athletes without scholarships,
continues to scrap and get their squab
on every week. Overshadowed by
halftime shows and after-game parties,
the Panthers continue to go to a war
that resembles Vietnam, a fight that
somebody in a high place doesn't want
them to win.
So, while their "affiliate"
Texas A&M Aggies' football program
is buzzing with national championship

talk, PV is looking for some daylight
"We are still very positive
in the storm of a 48-game losing saga.
and
believe
that a victory will ~ome
"We just need to put together
this
week
in
Baton Rouge, but we'll
a complete game," says Ben Goffney,
have
to
play
mistake-free football,"
outside linebacker and senior captain.
remarked
senior
inside linebackerOtis
"We've got to be focused mentally for
Myles.
four quarters."
Patient. Confident. Coach
You wouldn't fight a tiger
Sapenterdisregards
all the SI hype and
withadomesticcat. And you wouldn't
focuses
on
business.
take pandas into a den of hungry grisly
"Let's roll out and hit the
bears, mentally tough or not. Skeptics
fullback
in
the flats," says Sapenter as
say the Panthers without scholarships
he
hands
battle
plans to an assistant
don't have the talent and don't have a
coach.
"I
want
my
best players on the
chance.
field
at
all
times."
"Recruiting does play a key
Positive imagery. It'stheonly
role," says Sapenter. "My job as
medician
that can keep the morale of
athletic director is to get scholarships
Sapenters
team from fading into anther
back. It's like playing cards though,
21-point
plus separation between
you play the hand your dealt." "Hines
themselves
and glory.
is a student-oriented guy. He will be
"I
don't coach football to
for scholarships. I' m going to do all I
lose,"
tells
Sapenter,
"We are going to
can to get the alumni and private
Baton
Rouge
to
win."
sector to invest in this program."
The 1995 panthers despite
The team that SI called
popular
opinion
believe a win is in the
"pitiful Panthers" is riding into Jaguar
air.
The
stage
is
set,
the drama, and the
country with it's slingshot ready to kill
plot
thickens.
The
potential for
Goliath. The team is not just playing
something
great
to
happen
still remains
Southern, they are up against a nation
solid
at
least
for
the
next
3
weeks. The
of player-haters. Tupac said it best:"
Panthers
are
poised
and
ready.
Me Against the World." The Panthers
are ba!tling themselves.
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Some of the dorms are 3S to 40 years
old and Hines i planning to replace
some of the housing and bring the re l
of them up to date. He has plans to Continued from page 1
Continued from page 1
build units to house 672 people one
and it will help to increase cultural person per bedroom.
advisors to serve the student body.
On the subject of teaching classes.
diversity.
Full time advisor Sonja Hackney says,
On the subject ofAlumni acceptance Hines plans to teach a class every
"It's really important (for advisors) to
seme ter. This semester he is teaching
of Hines.
remind students to keep information
The alumni "stereotyped me without a graduate class and last semester he with them."
even knowing me." All of that is in the taught an undergraduate class.
For example, since it is
past and Hines is not going to look "Teaching helps to keep me focused
possible
for
loan payback totals to be
back or worry about all the negative on what's important which is teaching miscalculated by the issuer, it is
things that were said. "There is always and educating." Hines feels that his important to keep accurate records of
someone who does not agree with what time may be limited but this is all returned slips and stubs. This also
something he must make time for.
I am doing" therefore if
On
the subject of how his wife and holds true for records of receipts issued
Hines worried about the negative things
by the university, in case a discrepancy
said about him it has the potential to children are adjusting to life in
should
arise.
"sap his energy and detract attention.', Prairie View.
Some key tips for students
On the subject of his top goals and "Justfine."Hines' wife is from _
Houston
hoping
to
avoid financial aid hassles
· •ues fior th'LS campus.
and is glad to be home. Hmes
pnon
. has
include taking an active part in
.
ber one goal is "improving seven children and three grandchildren
Hmes
num
.
lied · completing the packet so that they can
.
f
1·ti
m
I
qua ,ty o , e tior the s tuden ts"
. tt·,s - two of hrs
. sons
. . are. enro
respond intelligently to advisors;
number one priority are the dorms. school here m Prame View.
meeting deadlines and communicating
regularly with an assigned advisor.
Always have a current fee
assessment or receipt on hand when
visiting with an advisor-it saves time
and helps avoid potential conflict.
There are limited federal and
state funds for work- study programs;
therefore, it is importantto be timely in
inquiring about the programs.

Hines

•

Convocation

Ware

~ontinued from page 1

Continued from page 7

Players that conveyed the message
of strength and a sincere desire to
succeed.
They Players dramatized
women coming to power in business,
the problems of peer pressure as
well as the ultimate goal for us allgraduating and obtaining a degree.
The amount ofschool spirit
and togetherness generated by the
convocation brought some students
in attendance to tears.
" I was so touched by the
overwhelming
feeling
of
togetherness I cried," said Keshia
Anderson, a senior mathematics
major.
Hines has inspired students
as well as faculty realize that he is
not taking his job as president lightly,
and plans to do whatever it takes to
make this university great.

Johnson said.
Johnson stated that Ware's neighbors
didn't hear or witness anything that
happened. However, some neighbors
down the street from Ware noticed
his body in the driveway and contacted
authorities immediately. He was
rushed to the hospital where he
remained on a life-support system
until the following Tuesday when
family members decided to remove
him from life-support.
Ware was a very active
member of the Michigan Club at
Prairie View. Sonja Fields, president
of the club and close friend, said the
news of Ware's death was a shock to
everyone. According to Fields, a
party was thrown in honorof Ware's
graduation approximately a week after
he received his degree.
"It was so shocking after
seeing his family so happy the Friday
[of his graduation] and so devastated
weeks later," she said.

WALLS
CONTINUED FROM PAGE

16
The closer
to school time a - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - : - - - - - ,
student waits to tum in -
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. ....

forms, the more
delayed the actual
processing will be.
Students needing
assistance may pick-up
papers on the second
floorofEvans Hall and
counsel with advisors,
if assistance is needed.
"In an average
student file, there are
only between 6 and IO
fonns," said advisor
Stephens.
If
seeking
assistance, a student
should be sure to bring
any academic financial
aid transcripts from
summer school, have at
least a 2.0 GPA, and if
a male, have registered
with Selective Services
within 30 days of your
eighteenth birthday.
Progress in the
financial aid office may
come in the form of a
computer line hook-up
that may soon link
advisors to files
containing student fee
assessments and allow
for full automation of
the financial aid
department.
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VIEWPOINTS
Why the MillionMan March?
our community. We must establish This will be the first time since
positive solutions, to the abuse and the institution of slavery that
holy day of atonement and misuse of our women and girls.
Black people would have
Relocations. We recognize
declared
a Holy Day for our
October 16, 1995, as" A Holy Day
Our presence in Washington people.
of Atonement and reconciliation." D.C., the capital of the United States,
We must designate and
We believe that it is only when we means a day set aside to reconcile
recolonize
this day in accordance
are as one at peace with ourselves our spiritual inner being and redirect
with
the
Word
of our Creator.
and our Creator then can we our focus on developing our
We
believe
that by the
reconcile ourselves with the communities, strengthening our
grace
and
goodness
of our
Creator.
families, working to uphold and Creator, the success we envision
protect our civil and human rights,
We then are fortified with empowering ourselves the Spirit of fir the Million man March, and
the ability and the capacity to God, more effective use of our beyond October 16, 1995 our
successfully reconcile our dollars, and through the power of first declared Holy Day of
Atonement and Reconciliation
differences, and accelerate the
the vote.
will be captured in the annals of
upward mobility of the Black
We are taking to all religious history as a landmark period in
community.
leaders of the various denominations which Black people came
of Christianity and the various Faith together to effect the greatest
We believe · that we as
Traditions within the black promise of change for Black
men, we must recognize and
community to declare October 16, people in America, and
unconditionally atone for the
I 995, as a Holy Day of Atonement throughout the world.
absence·, in too many cases, of the
and Reconciliation a day of fasting
Black male as the household, and prayer for those who are able.
positive role model and builder in
A Million Man March, a

what to do... help !
A Secret Lover
Dear Secret Lover,
Well it seems that you an
your friend need sit down and have
serious talk, and find out what's reall
going on. There must be somethin
there if you felt comfortable enoug
to become intimate with one anothe
t
you should be able to talk to on
==-=---_:a,_!_ _
another.
Dear Jaquita,
Relationships are strang
I am a 22-year-old male and things, just like the seasons, the
I 'm in trouble. I have recently have constantly change . Knowing thi
becomeintimatewithoneofmyclosest you must learn to adapt to and m
female friends and it was the most it through the storm the best way yo
beautiful experience I've ever had. I know how.
have other friends that I am involved
This may be the person fi
with occasionally, but for some reason you. The way to find out is to seriousI
Ifind myselfattracted to her. Ifeel that reevaluate your feelings and whe
I am sincerely ready to have a serious you want things to go and chill!
relationship with some one and I want
Be honest with one anothe
to settle down. I don't know how she That's the most important thing.
feels about me and the whole situation fact that you have an idea about ho
andl'mnotsureeither.Butldoknow you feel is a start. Now you have~
that I don't want her with anybody make a move and come to a soh
else. For the past couple of months we decision one what you plan to do.
have avoided one another and not Remember, in order to have a stab
mentioned our feelings to each other relationship you mustbe friends ... Y
or anyone else.
already ahead of the game.

'J!eat Jaquita~==~

Nolan Welch
Freshman
Com Engineer major
Houston, TX

Dana Christian
Sophomore
Architecture
St. Louis, Mo.

I will talce time out to get involved in
social activities and events. Once I become more involved in events, I would
encourage friends to participate.

I would throw a party every week and support
PV, pep rallys, and broadcast PV football..

PV basketball standout Derrick Walls may be headed overseas.
~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

made his way down 290 to Prairie
View A&MUniversity. After talking
to PV basketball coach Elwood
Plummer, sitting out a year to meet
eligibility requirements and going over
his game with a soft brush, Walls was
a Panther.
"I had a good experience
playing for PV. I learned about people
and corruption. This program could
beoneoftheelitein theNation if some
house cleaning is done," says Walls.
Walls is taking his PV
experience as a guide into future
aspirations. Working with Jackson
State coach Andy Stoglin, Walls hopes

to join teammate Lateef Cla~d in
international basketball competition.
Clark has already left for Italy.
However, if Walls can't find
a home overseas he plans to attend law
school at his fathers alma mater
Thurgood Marshall.
"Every black man should
have some working knowledge of the
twisted laws of Western society. You
are already a suspect so it is important
for us to know the laws. That's the
only way you receive respect. Know
the system so you can play the game,"
advises Walls.

Lee Levels
Junior
Political Science
Dallas, TX

I will show up the campus socials with
enthusiasm, instead of criticizing what
the schools about. And when I have a
problem I will tell the right people,
not just my friends.

Cynthia Matlock
Junior
Criminal Justice
El Paso, TX

I will always wear purple and gold
with much pride, no matter, no matter
what the outcome is.

Jennanie Parker
Junior
Elec Engineering major
Detroit, MI

I will do volunteer work with the Michigan Club by cleaning up ground and
participate in school function.
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Making

Ann Harvey
Managing Editor
Imagine this. You are on
your way from the Cotton Bowl
coming down highway 290and you're
in a fatal car accident. You're killed
instantly.
Your mother comes to
Prairie View to pick up your things.
As she's walking around campus,
sobbing remembering you, she stops
a passerby and asks: Did you know
my child? What would that person
say? Would he or she have good or
bad things to say ?

your

Mark

Every day you step out of
your room and walk around campus,
you are contributing to an ongoing
image of yourself and what you
choose to add to that persona is
entirely up to you.
Yes, I know that college
life can be fun and exciting. It is a
time when you can let you hair down
and have a good time, but there are
some limits that you should properly
place on yourself, that you should
set and adhere to.
Practice carrying yourself
well at all times and it becomes
natural and ultimately it becomes
you.
I shudder to see beautiful
black sisters and brothers degrade
themselves. Whether or not you
believe it, everything you do follows
you on this campus. And, ladies,
unfortunately this applies more to us
than the fellas.

at

PV

But that's just one part of the
whole. Making a difference, whether
it's picking up your tray in Alumni Hall
or participating in a pep rally, try to
become not just a student, but a part of
Prairie View A&M University. A
positive part.
. Various organizations on
campus need support, and we're the
only ones that can give lhem the support
they need. Now when I say support, I
don't mean going to the Baby Dome
parties and kickin' it 'til I a.m. I'm
talking about supporting functions that
help you become more aware of the
community that surrounds you.
This campus is full of
organizations and clubs that can be fun
as well as beneficial to you in the future.
So, for all of you who "attend" Prairie
View and don't live the experience, I
ask you to make the best of your time
here. This is the best time of our lives.
You
won't ever get a chance to get to do .___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___,
it again.

Let's rail behind our football team
The football team can get new
shoes, PV' s Marching Storm can win
every battle of the bands, new coaches
'
canbebroughtin,anewadministration SOMEBODY SAID that it couldn't be done,
can come and go, but the football team But he with a chuckle replied
cannot accomplish any of its goals if it
"
.
, ,,
does not have the correct mindset.
That maybe It couldn t, but he would be one

With a lift of his chin and a bit of a grin,

One of the most important Who wouldn't say so till he'd tried.
things the team needs is peer support.
we as a university (the football team is
.
.
.
.
.
anintegralpartofthisuniversity)need So he bucklednghtm with the trace of agnn On his face.
to believe in ourselves and in each If he worried he hid it.
other so that when the football does
- .
.
win, we will all be there to celebrate He started to smg as he tackled the thing
"our" victory. We know that the That couldn't be done, and he did it.
football team and university are going
through a long streak of difficulty. But
the Prairie View heritage is long and Somebody scoffed: "Oh, you'll never do that;

There are thousands to tell you it cannot be done,
.
.
There are thousands to prophesy failure,
There are thousands to point out to you, one by one,

deepandwewillsurviveandovercome. At least no one ever has done it";
We at the Panther urge everyone to
stand behind our football team; we But he took of his coat and he took off his hat,

Without any doubting or quiddit,

thing

He started to sing as he tackled the

That couldn't be done, and he did it.

The dangers that wait to assail you.

But just buckle in with a bit of grin,
Just take off your coat and go to it;
Just start to sing as you tackle the thing
That "cannot be done," and you'll do it.

fullyexpecttheteamtowinatleastone And the first thing he knew he'd begun it.
Edgar A. Guest
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